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Abstract 
This paper mainly studies the new wave movement of film in Hong Kong 
from the late 1970s to the early 1980s. Through the analysis of its background, 
the transformation of aesthetic style and the inspiration and significance of 
the new wave film to the later Hong Kong film, we can feel the unique charm 
and style of the new wave film. 
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1. The Background and Naming of the New Wave Film Trend  
in Hong Kong 

Emerged in the late 1970s to the beginning of 1980s, the new wave film is a vital 
part of Hong Kong film industry. Although it was born in time when Hong 
Kong enjoyed a booming economic growth, the new wave film’s achievement in 
art is prominent, exerting profound impact on the film then and even the film in 
this new century, and rising as the cornerstone of the “New movement of Asia in 
the film industry” (Fu, 2017). The young directors who are emerged in this time 
have conducted a series of transformations from the theme of the film to the 
film camera language from their unique understandings and perspective, em-
powering the Hong Kong film movement to be one of the most significant and 
far-reaching. 

At the end of 1970s, Hong Kong has to some extent made a great break-
through, transforming from a developing one to a modernized one. By the virtue 
of the fast economic growth during the 1960s and 1970, Hong Kong surprisingly 
shifted from the resource-deprived area to the hub of international finance with 
prosperous manufacturing industry and booming import and export trade, and 
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advanced service sector. It is a fairly modernized city. Hong Kong in China to-
gether with Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan in China are named as the “Four 
Asian Loong”, a miracle of the world economy. Advanced economy usually is 
accompanied with a booming culture. And it was in this period that Hong 
Kong’s free entertaining activity for the mass has enjoyed an unprecedented de-
velopment. TV almost provided the public everything from soap opera, and va-
riety show to the live-streaming for the Charity fund-raising activity with full 
participation. As the society there becomes more complicated and diverse, people 
have different demand, information, recreations and culture. The existing movie 
industries can no longer meet the demand of their audience. Therefore, those 
young directors once working in some radio stations noticed the flourishing so-
ciety and the audience’s new demands, promoting the birth of the new film 
movement in Hong Kong. 

Hong Kong new film movement owed its formation to a batch of excellent 
young directors who were born before and after the 1950 with the majority of 
them studying in Europe and America for film course. After finishing their stu-
dies and years of work at some TV station, they have accumulated rich expe-
rience in shooting feature films and had a good command of film language (Lin, 
2018). Later, many of them have changed their focus from the TV industry to 
the movie industry, and striven for making movies with profound connotation, 
sincere feeling and unique style, thus injecting new vitality to the gloomy local 
movie industry, and opened a new chapter for the movie industry never seen 
before. The then critic scene viewed them as the “new wave”, represented by Xu 
Ke, Xu Anhua, Fang Yuping, Yan Hao, Zhang Guoming, Tan Jiaming and 
Zhang Jianting. At the end of 1978, Eggplant Curry, directed by Yan Hao, be-
came the pioneer of the new wave of film because of its unique style. After that, 
Xu Anhua, Xu Ke, Tan Jiaming and other directors also started their film crea-
tion, which had a profound impact on the later Hong Kong film circle. 

This paper mainly studies the new wave movement of film in Hong Kong 
from the late 1970s to the early 1980s. Through the analysis of its background, 
the transformation of aesthetic style and the inspiration and significance of the 
new wave film to the later Hong Kong film, we can feel the unique charm and 
style of the new wave film. 

2. Aesthetic Characteristics of Hong Kong’s New Wave Films 

To a certain extent, the so-called “new” in the new wave of Hong Kong means 
that it is separated from the tradition, and it is also a double innovation and ex-
periment from the content to the form. They get rid of the heavy national aspi-
rations of Hong Kong Cantonese films in the 1950s and 1960s. They express a 
strong urban color and local sensibility in the content, and pursue the innova-
tion of film language in form. Many of them have accumulated experience in the 
field of Hong Kong television and found inspiration from the French “new 
wave” film movement. With relatively sophisticated technology, they have sub-
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verted the traditional film language by using close-up shots, split pictures and 
fast-paced editing. 

1) Local consciousness and humanistic spirit in ideological theme 
Some people said that Hong Kong was neither a city with complete absorption 

of western culture nor a traditional Chinese city. It is a city with the mixture of 
western culture and Chinese culture. Meanwhile, it is a commercial city suffering 
from the colonial rule. Hong Kong culture was based on the Chinese culture 
with Lingnan culture as its main form. It is a kind of unorthodox, non-standard, 
rebellious and pluralistic cultural form. At the same time, containing the citizens 
and secular culture whose main cultural image is the urban civilians in the mar-
ket society. 

After experiencing economic transformation, Hong Kong has witnessed a 
rapid increase in population, thus changing the society’s demographic structure. 
A brand-new generation grew up in a relatively rich society and nurtured by the 
western culture, having less feeling about their parents’ memory of Chinese 
mainland with the Hong Kong people’s innate strong departmentalism (Wang, 
2017). Under the direct impact of foreign culture, people in this time have totally 
different mindset, values, behaviors and tastes. As the leading force, they are 
bound to have the demand to make movies emphasizing entertainment instead 
of the nationality and history. Therefore, the transformation of Hong Kong’s 
films is inevitable. It is featured by the connotation of the film’s theme more lo-
calized, an inevitable result of the transformation of Hong Kong society and 
culture in artistic creation. 

The new wave generation is basically a generation who born or grew up in 
Hong Kong (Wang, 2019). When they grew older, what they care about is the 
local and urban tradition. Unlike those from mainland like Zhu Shilin, Li Han-
xiang, Hu Jinquan and Zhang Che, they lack a strong, natural feeling for Hong 
Kong. Based on the social background at that time and the local characteristics 
the majority of films and TV works in the new wave period of Hong Kong 
represent a strong humanistic spirit when displaying the diverse life and mental-
ity of today’s Hong Kong people and Hong Kong’s localization mission. Their 
keen sense of reality and the ability to display the local style and features are 
unmatched. For example, in Tsui Hark’s film Type I Ddanger, the theme of the 
film directly points to the reality of contemporary Hong Kong, and describes the 
social class contradictions and ordinary people’s sense of being forced with a 
kind of extreme point of view and technique. In this films, Hong Kong, a mod-
ernized international metropolis, becomes a solid prison, repressing personality 
and no freedom, where everyone are trapped but cannot find a way out, crush-
ing and dying (Zhang & Jia, 2019). On top of that, the biggest feature of films in 
this new wave is its capability to force people to notice and identify the local 
culture through the sway of Hong Kong’s iconic things. Therefore, understand-
ing the way the directors express their own ideas and the way to reflect the col-
lective consciousness in the movies is one part, while analyzing how they display 
local culture and seek identity is another part. In the movie The Mad Rubbery 
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directed by Xu Anhua, the story was set in a complicated murder case in the 
western district of Hong Kong and vividly constituted a painting with strong lo-
cal characteristics by purposefully shaping the Hong Kong’s folk customs like 
old alleys, burning ghost money, chopping chicken’s head. As a director with 
great characteristics in Hong Kong’s new wave films, Fang Yuping also focuses 
on his personal experience and collective memories (Qin & Chen, 2020). In the 
film Father and Son, its story is based on real people and real events, and even 
made real people act. At the same time, the film is also the collective memory of 
Hong Kong people in the 1950s and 1960s, which vividly shows the semi ideal 
and semi realistic situation of the Hong Kong people in the real society. Most of 
Hong Kong’s new wave films follow the road of realism, focusing on the state of 
local individuality. Most of their films start from the individual and then expand 
to the whole society, including rich personal experience and life training, and 
project the director’s own ideas. 

2) The use of subversive new film lens language 
Different from the “anti Hollywood” mindset in Taiwan’s new film move-

ment, no matter in terms of production methods, packaging techniques or film 
technology, Hong Kong’s new wave film are actually “pro-Hollywood” in film 
lens language. They are eager to create the external real appearance through su-
perb artistic skills, with a strong desire to change the status quo of Hong Kong 
films. To a certain extent, the revolution of form is due to the change of its con-
tent. The awakening of local consciousness also arouses the film’s ontological 
consciousness, thus reconstructing its narrative pattern and film language sys-
tem (Cheung, 2017). Therefore, Hong Kong’s new wave film breaks through the 
traditional film language paradigm of “film drama” in terms of film narrative 
and film language, relying on the unique audio-visual elements of film art to di-
rectly convey the film connotation and expressing the unique artistic feeling and 
life experience of young film makers. 

First of all, the new wave films in Hong Kong adopt the montage and multi 
angle narration approach. This kind of structure is completely subject to the 
overall linear structure and causal logic, which makes the film narrative more vi-
vid and clear. To set a plot of “killing a woman case” in “CID” shot by an Hua as 
an example, this goes like that the girl’s father is sitting in the living room, while 
the girl lying in bed sleeping, at the same time, the girl’s mother is chopping 
meat (Wei & Li, 2018). As she cuts meat more frequently, scenes of meat cutting 
are reflected in his father’s spectacles. Later, the picture shows a close-up of the 
girl walking upstairs with a bowl of noodles in her hand, followed by her moth-
er’s quickly-moving hands as she cuts meat. Then the bowl full of noodles fell 
from the girl’s hand. At this time, the girl woke up from her dream and ran to 
her father in the living room and said, “Dad, I see a lot of blood”. Although his 
father was afraid, he still comforted the girl that it was just a dream. Then, the 
camera shows the girl hugging her father tightly to keep him from leaving. This 
parallel montage, which narrates three lines at the same time, connects the girl’s 
dream and reality. At the same time, it also exaggerates her father’s tense state 
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and indicates his behavior of killing his daughter the next day. At the same time, 
the narrative rhythm of the new wave movies is bright and concise, by the fre-
quent application of the short lens to create a strong sense of rhythm. Tsui Ke, 
the director with the most outstanding personality and the most bizarre style, 
uses close-up and quick splicing to create a thrilling effect, which has become a 
classic “Tsui Ke characteristics” film narrative method, like the killing butterfly 
in the film “butterfly transformation” kills the Lord Shen and the scene in the 
film “Type I Danger” that Lin Qizhen throws a cat from the window and dies 
miserably on the big nails. In terms of camera movement, screen modeling and 
composition, new wave films pay attention to creating audio-visual impact and 
strive to attract the audience to the greatest extent. For example, the high-speed 
photography, exaggerated composition and weird character modeling in the 
movie “Hell without Door” are used to reflect and reveal the modern viewpoint 
that human nature is evil and bloodthirsty under the turbulent and oppressive 
real society. And in the film “Point to Soldiers”, Zhang Guoming pays great at-
tention to the application of light source when shooting and depicting the fric-
tion between the police and the murderer. He deliberately uses a natural light 
source to create a more realistic scene, in which the police’s anxious psychologi-
cal state can be more vividly reflected. These films of the new wave emphasize 
and highlight the individuality, try to strike a balance between satisfying the in-
dividual and the audience, while attaching a particular attention to satisfying the 
audience, so as to pursue the greatest commercial success. These films attach 
great importance to the innovation of film language, and are good at creating the 
real and external appearance with relatively new techniques, forming the real, 
vivid, bold, full and impressive visual effects.  

3. The Pursuit and Significance of Film Aesthetics under the  
Background of New Wave 

On the whole, the aesthetic characteristics of Hong Kong films in the context of 
the New Wave are inseparable from their aesthetic pursuits. Therefore, the in-
novation of the aesthetic characteristics is to better interpret its aesthetic pursuit 
and meaning in movies. 

In Hong Kong, any breakthrough in film aesthetics and innovation in form 
are promoted by trade. In other words, in the process of film-making, every di-
rectors have never forgotten the audience and market and push forward the old 
tradition that emphasizes the taste of viewers and the demand of market value 
rules, Therefore, the ultimate goal of any innovations in film language, to some 
extent, is to further increase the commercial value of Hong Kong movies instead 
for the sake of aesthetics. Attaching great attention to the film’s viewing effects is 
just to cater to the audience, thus winning high box office.  

This feature of the new wave film movement shows the basic rule of survival 
for film workers in the context of commercialization and fierce competition in 
the film market. Therefore, most of their films are in the exploration of com-
mercial types, and integrating into the mainstream of commercial films will be 
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their ultimate trend. Therefore, in Hong Kong, which is determined by the box 
office, films with the public as the main viewing object, whether as an art form 
or as a media, always rely on the box office revenue to maintain their survival 
and expand reproduction. Directors of the new wave have consciously obeyed by 
this law since the beginning of film creation. Therefore, the new wave film 
movement in Hong Kong has an important impact on the prosperity of Hong 
Kong film. Their film creation not only improved the ideological and artistic 
quality of Hong Kong films as a whole, but also quickly integrated into the 
mainstream film creation with new ideas and new skills, and established a film 
narrative strategy aimed at the audience, laying a multi aesthetic foundation in 
the “new wave” period. Until then, Hong Kong film has completed its localiza-
tion and provided quite a number of film practitioners to the Hong Kong film 
industry. At the same time, it has improved the new wave movement in Hong 
Kong lasted only two or three years. Among them are the directors like Yan Hao, 
Xu Anhua and Xu Ke. More mature films appeared in the middle and late 1980s. 
Therefore, the greatest contribution of the new wave to Hong Kong film is not in 
the artistic value of the film itself, but in the fact that it has trained a large num-
ber of talents for Hong Kong film, and given some young people with new ideas 
the opportunity to enter the film industry. At the same time, it has brought new 
ideas and new vision to the Hong Kong film. The avant-garde concept and me-
thod of film language in Hong Kong’s new wave has greatly broadened people’s 
horizons, thus transforming the situation of mainstream films, updating their 
production methods and packaging techniques; in addition, the neutralization of 
its operation makes it easy for ordinary filmmakers and movie audiences to ac-
cept, so as to transform films with different categories and styles, thus forming a 
new diversified film creation scenario. These directors emerged in the new wave 
later dominated the Hong Kong film industry for 20 years. Although they have 
developed in different ways, the late 1970s were indeed the time when they were 
in the leading position. They also spiritually inspired a new wave in Taiwan in 
China and the mainland.  

The new wave movement in Hong Kong lasted only two or three years. 
Among them are the directors like Yan Hao, Xu Anhua and Xu Ke. More mature 
films appeared in the middle and late 1980s. Therefore, the greatest contribution 
of the new wave to Hong Kong film is not in the artistic value of the film itself, 
but in the fact that it has trained a large number of talents for Hong Kong film, 
and given some young people with new ideas the opportunity to enter the film 
industry. At the same time, it has brought new ideas and new vision to the Hong 
Kong film. The avant-garde concept and method of film language in Hong 
Kong’s new wave has greatly broadened people’s horizons, thus transforming the 
situation of mainstream films, updating their production methods and packag-
ing techniques; in addition, the neutralization of its operation makes it easy for 
ordinary filmmakers and movie audiences to accept, so as to transform films 
with different categories and styles, thus forming a new diversified film creation 
scenario. These directors emerged in the new wave later dominated the Hong 
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Kong film industry for 20 years. Although they have developed in different ways, 
the late 1970s were indeed the time when they were in the leading position. They 
also spiritually inspired a new wave in Taiwan in China and the mainland. 

4. Conclusion 

Generally speaking, by studying the aesthetic characteristics and aesthetic pur-
suits of the Hong Kong New Wave films, it is not difficult for us to find that 
Hong Kong New Wave has made bold explorations and innovations in film 
technology, production level, and packaging techniques from the very begin-
ning, and kept close pace with the technology and production development of 
Hollywood, many films have reached the international advanced level in terms 
of photographic composition, color control, use of natural light, and clean and 
neat editing. They have not paid too much attention to the authenticity of the 
subject matter of the story, but rather, strove to create the external real appear-
ance with superb artistic skills, resulting in a bold, full, and impactful visual ef-
fect. Of course, in the current era, classic movies are also able to be re-presented 
through new technical means, such as the virtual reality technology. 

After this aesthetic transformation, Hong Kong films have absorbed the suc-
cessful exploration in forms at this “new wave” period and also attracted a large 
number of brilliant talents, forming a more mature movie forms, and becoming 
a film full of post-modernism that can deconstruct all authorities and oriental 
moral restriction. All of those have laid a solid foundation for the coming of the 
period of stylization of Hong Kong films and paved the path for the future gen-
eration to enter the international film industry. After the completion of the loca-
lization framework, Hong Kong film has become more mature, and stands 
proud in the world film industry with its distinctive local characteristics, which 
constantly inspires subsequent directors to strive for the revitalization of Hong 
Kong film. 
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